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For The Future
We are advisors, engineers, and designers solving business challenges with innovative technology solutions
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What we do

	01Engineering Services
Technology opens new doors to customer intimacy, product innovation, and revenue streams. Yet with all the promise of new technologies and their applications, without proper management, technology is just another source of overhead.
	Software Development
	Software Testing
	Solution Architecture
	Business Analysis
	Operations Support
	Product Management
	Technical Communication

Discover

	02Cloud & DevOps

	03Big Data & Analytics

	04AI & ML

	05Generative AI

	06Internet of Things

	07Experience Design

	08Cybersecurity

	09Experience Platforms

	10Extended Reality

	11Robotics

	12Research & Development

	13Quantum Computing


	
	


Discover


Your digital journey
We empower enterprises and software companies to (re)identify their differentiation, accelerate solution development, and vigorously compete in today’s digital economy. No matter where you are in your journey.


	Reveal


	Transform


	Accelerate


	Optimize







Our Partners
As award-winning partners of AWS, GCP, Microsoft, Salesforce, and others—we empower our clients for competitive differentiation in the enterprise digital journey.
[image: Amazon Web Services]
[image: Google Cloud]
[image: Microsoft]
[image: Nvidia]
[image: Salesforce]

More Partners

Solving Industry Challenges



	Healthcare & Life Sciences

Deliver innovative approaches across the interconnected healthcare ecosystem. Improve the value of healthcare from better patient engagement, to addressing the needs of our aging population. Reduce the cost and complexity of systems and regulatory compliance to deliver better patient value and exceptional health outcomes.
Learn more


	Financial Services

Deliver digital transformation with an innovation first mindset. Transform legacy systems and introduce new approaches that improve the overall customer experience, fostering deep loyalty. Leverage our unparalleled understanding of evolving market structures and regulatory changes to future proof your business.
Learn more


	Retail

Build an operationally efficient retail ecosystem that transforms business constraints—from isolated systems to intelligent automation. Go beyond meeting customer’s needs to anticipate what they want, delivering it to them in engaging ways. Leverage data and analytics to get real-time insights to help make smart, strategic decisions. A world in which people can instantly acquire goods and information in any way across any geography, innovation is the differentiator.
Learn more


	Manufacturing

Become smarter, better, and more innovative to keep up with fast-paced changes in manufacturing. Leverage advanced technologies like artificial intelligence and machine learning (AI/ML) to apply data and deepen efficiency in manufacturing processes. Unlock actionable insights to boost productivity and reduce costs. Implement industrial internet of things IIoT technologies and gain insight into inventory and production.
Learn more


	The Energy Sector

Accelerate your digital transformation with actionable insights that fuel innovation. Explore our expertise across energy subsegments like Oil and Gas and Utilities. See how cutting-edge technology can propel your energy organization into more sustainable and efficient operations now and into the future.


Learn more


	Agriculture

The agricultural industry is riding the wave of digital transformation—assisted by technology such as RFID-based sensors, drones, and connected farming equipment. Benefits include increased production and yields, energy savings, reduced labor costs, and better equipment maintenance. It's all made possible by leveraging agriculture software solutions.


Learn more


	Automotive

Industry 4.0 is revolutionizing automotive manufacturers and enterprises, giving them a 360-degree view into technical and business perspectives. Leverage SoftServe’s extensive IoT, AI, ML, cloud, and big data analytics experience and expertise to build a long-term strategy that drives growth and accelerates digital transformation.


Learn more






Client testimonials
[image: paul-tindall-gotransverse]
Paul Tindall , GoTransverse video

[image: netdocuments]
David Hamson , NetDocuments video

[image: harlan-beverly-beneplace]
Harlan Beverly & Joe Pagano , Beneplace video
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A Selection of Our Customers



Events
Engage with SoftServe’s industry and technology experts at meetups, conferences and online events

[image: join-softserve-at-google-cloud-next-24-tile]Apr 09, 2024Join SoftServe at Google Cloud Next '24
Las Vegas, Nevada

[image: accelerating-ai-innovation-in-energy-tile]Apr 09, 2024Join SoftServe at the AI in Oil & Gas Conference
Houston, TX

[image: join-softserve-at-the-2024-gtc-ai-tile]Mar 18, 2024Join SoftServe at the 2024 GTC AI Conference
Online and San Jose, CA


All Events

Insights
		Data-Driven Energy Excellence with SoftServe
	SoftServe’s App Platform (SAMP) with AWS
	Simulation-First Custom Robotics


		SoftServe Gen, The Digital Concierge
	SoftServe’s Gen AI Industrial Copilot
	Adoption of FHIR for Data Interoperability



More resources
Want to get in touch?
Receive a call

Contacts
USA HQ – Austin
201 W 5th Street

Suite 1550

Austin, TX 78701
+1-512-516-8880
Toll free:
+1-866-687-3588

Lviv HQ
2D Sadova Street

Lviv 79021
+380-32-240-9999
Toll free:
0-8006-0-8006
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